
If desired, apply design elements randomly to the top piece of glass using a toothpick and a very small dot 
of Elmer’s glue. In this project I used 1/2” square hearts from Coatings by Sandberg.

Cut 14, 7/8” t x 3/4” w of Pale Purple (7 will be the top, 7 will be the base)
Cut 14, 7/8” t x 1/4” w of Clear (bridge pieces)
Cut 7, 1 1/4” l x 1/4” w of 1/8” fiber paper

Apply a small dot of glue to the bridge pieces and place them on the base piece of glass aligned directly 
over each end of the base piece leaving a 1/4 “ gap between the bridge pieces.   

Place the fiber paper in the gap between the bridge pieces on the base piece of glass so the ends of the 
fiber paper hang over the sides of the base glass.

Attach the decorated top piece of glass to the bridge, base and paper section using a small dot of glue to 
the top of each bridge piece and aligning the top piece directly over the base piece.  Produce  7 similarly 
constructed glass pieces to complete the bracelet.

Allow the glue to dry and place the glass and paper pieces onto a piece of thin shelf paper on a kiln shelf 
or on a completely kiln washed kiln shelf in a kiln. Contour fuse the glass using the schedule in table 1.

If the pieces are allowed to fuse for a long period of time rounded 
cabs with slight hour glass figures will be created. 

Remove the cabs from the kiln and clean the fiber paper from the 
channels using water and a toothpick or an air compressor.   

Many materials are available to use as the cord for the bracelet. Stretchy cord works nicely because it 
allows for latitude in sizing. String a bead between each glass piece on the stretchy cord. Be sure to stretch 
the stretchy cord before attempting to tie a knot.  After tying the knot in the stretchy cord put a dot of super 
glue on the knot before trimming the excess.
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Lilac Love Bracelet 

Tip: Clean your glass squares before you 
assemble them

Materials used in this tutorial:
Pale Purple, Clear COE 96 Sheet Glass
Glass Cutter, running pliers
Dichroic shapes: hearts or other design elements for top
Kiln Shelf tile, kiln shelf paper 
Cord and beads for bracelet

Table 1
Segment Rate Temp Hold
1 350 1430 10
2 9999 950 60


